We propose novel parallel Gauss- 
When the matrix is partitioned by rows, each row is entirely within one processor. Thus the search for the pivot element can be done by t8he single processor which has the pivot, row. In the algorithm, during the k-th iteration, each processor first, gets the kth pivot row of A and the pivot, element from processor 41.1, and then updates all the rows assigned to it. In order to mask the communication by computation, the pivot row should be sent out at the earliest possible time, so that when a processor is to use it, it would have already arrived at that processor. Since procw sor 4~+11 is assigned row (k + 1) of A , it first updates this row during the k-th iteration. Then it normalizes this row and finds the pivot element (compute-ahead). After that it broadcasts this k + 1st pivot row and the pivot element to all the other processors, before it resumes to update the other n -1 rows using the k-th pivot row (send-ahead). By using this compute-andsend-ahead strategy, the h + 1st pivot row is transmit- 
The SBT, Broadcasting Algorithm
As discussed in the previous section, the k + 1st row of matrix A is broadcast by processor ++,l immediatedly after it is updated and normalized in the kth stage of the parallel GJ inversion algorithm, before qk+ll starts updating the other rows using the kth pivot row. To make the k + 1st row being sent out at the earliest possible time, processor 4k+11 should receive the hth pivot row from processor q k ] at the earliest possible time. This implies that 4 k + 1~ and &] should be adjacent on the hypercube. On the other hand, after receiving the kth pivot row, qc+l~ should not involve forwarding the message to some other processors so that its computation is not delayed by the startup time overhead and the k+ 1st row can be sent out at the earliest possible time. This implies that should be an end node in the k t h broadcasting tree.
Since the logically consecutively numbered processors need to be physically adjacent, i.e. processors 4k+11 and q k ] be adjacent on the hypercube, we address the processors in a binary-reflected Gray code The physical address of processor Pi is gf . For the rest of'the paper, we will just use P i to denote the physical address gp.
In [ 
Corollary I : [5]
In Algorithm I (row partitioning, with pivoting), when SBT(Gray(d)) is used to broadcast the pivot rows, the total setup overhead of each processor is i N t , .
5 Analysis of Algorithm I Let T!tart(P) be the time processor Y starts the kth iteration. Ttomplete(P) is the time processor P completes the kth iteration. T k ( P ) is the computation load at the kth iteration of processor PI i.e T k ( P ) = T!omp(P). T:e,,d is the time that the kth pivot row is sent out. T!r,,,,,(P) is the time that the kth pivot row arrives at P . s k ( P ) is the setup overhead of P at the kth stage. t k ( P ) is the time between the message containing the kth pivot row is sent out by 4.~1 and the time it arrives at processor PI assuming there is no delay at each intermediate processor. s k ( P ) is either 0 or t,, depending on whether or not P is an end node in the kth broadcasting tree. Let H ( q k ] , P ) be the Hamming distance hetween the physical addresses of 4~1 and P . Then the message will take H(4kll P) hops to reach P from 4k1. There-
fore t ' (~) = ~( P p l , P ) ( t~ + t , N ) . Lemma 1: [5]
We have the following recurrent reiationships:
T f e n d = T;t,,',(ptk]) + T2 Theorem 3: [5] In Algorithm 1. when the SB?;: broadcast algorithm is used, then Remark: Theorem 3 states that in Algorithm I whenever a message arrives at an intermediate processor, the processor can forward this message immediately without delay. A delay is incurred if when the message arrives at the processor, the processor is setting up the communication channel for a previous message. Then only after the processor finishes setting up the communication channel for the previous message can it start forward this message. In the worst case the message can be delayed for a time up to t,.
Definriton 3.
We say that the zommunication is fully overlapped by computation for processor P in AIKorithm I if + tk+'+' (P> That is, after processor P completes stage k and is to start stagek+l,messagesforstage k + l , k + 2 ; . . , k + j have already arrived at P. Theorem 4: [5] When N >_ IVO, lull masking communication by computation can be achieved, where ,V,, is the positive root of the quadratic equation Vext we give some simulation results on the parallel overheads of Algorithm I, obtained by numerica I I y evaluating the rec iir rent re I at l o r ishi ps given 1 n Lemma 1. Assume the time to update each element of A is f. The time is scaled to f, i.e. let f = 1. We use the machine parameter t , = 150 and t, = 3.
These parameters are close to that of the NCUBE 2 machine. Figure 2 depicts the communication overhead Temmvs the matrix size N when the machine size p = 16. Curve 1 is the total communication overheads; curve 2 is the total communication overheads minus the initial delays; for the case of curve 3, we let each processor initially holds the first row of A , such that all processors can start without the initial delay. The processors are configured as a Jp x J p array. The physical address of each processor is determined by the 2-d Gray code mapping. We still use the compute-and-send-ahead strategy to achieve communication and computation overlapping. In Algorithm 11, there are concurrent broadcasts within subcubes at each iteration: first there are Jp concurrent broadcasts of segments of multipliers within the subcube rows; then there are fi concurrent broadcasts of segments of the pivot row within the subcube columns.
Theorem 6: [5] In Algorithm 11, the total setup overhead of each processor is N t , .
Theorem 7: [5] When N >_ iV0, the communication 
Algorithm 111: Submatrix Partitioning, With Pivoting
We consider the parallel GJ inversion algorithm with column interchanges. Since the matrix is partitioned by submatrix, the searching of pivot element can not be done by a single processor. Instead, a row of processors each determines the local pivot element and then find the pivot element through recursive doubling. In Algorithm 111, we let each processor updates its share of the submatrix column by column. As soon as the message containing the pivot row elements arrives, it will be interrupted and find the local pivot eiement. After that it will first update the column segment corresponding to this local pivot element and then participate permutation among the processors in the same subcube-row. After 4 write-read pairs, each processor will get the pivot element and the corresponding segments of multipliers. Then it will normalize the pivot row elements using the pivot element. Thus Algorithm I11 incurs much larger setup overhead than Algorithm I and Algorithm 11. Furthermore, since the recursive doubling essentially causes synchronization barrier for all the processors, although we can w e the interrupt handling capabilit,y to let the proces-+ I o g p ) N t , .
sor do some computation while waiting for the message, it is difficult to achieve full overlapping.
Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we show that by utilizing the interrupt handling capability of the parallel machine, an asynchronous parallel GJ inversion algorithm can be designed such that the data transmission can be partially or fully masked by computation. We propose a new one-to-all broadcast algorithm on hypercube that helps to achieve communication and computation overlapping for the parallel GJ inversion algorithm. We give the new parallel GJ inversion algorithms under different data partitioning strategies (i.e. row partitioning and submatrix partitioning), with or without partial pivoting. For each algorithm, we prove a lower bound on the matrix size such that data transmission is fully Overlapped by computation, and the total communication overhead when full overlapping is achieved. Our conclusion is that when the matrix size is large enough such that data transmission is fully overlapped by computation, the row partitioning strategy has the lowest communication overhead.
